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5 3 474m2 1024m2

Magnificent property with a modern design located in a consolidated urbanization with private security very close to Picassent town and amazing
communications with Valencia city by the highway.  The property stands out for its delicate exterior design which allows from any of its angles to
enjoy the magnificent views offered by its spacious terraces, it is distributed in two comfortable floors.  The principal floor has an amazing living-
dining room with a equipped integrated kitchen and laundry area, this floor its great height and windows has an impressive luminosity, on this same
floor there is a large living room as well as a double bedroom with a complete bathroom.  In the main floor the night zone its surrounded  by a
large terrace where you can find two doble living roms with a bathroom and a principal suite integrated with a bathroom.  In the lower área there
is a large multipurpose room with bathroom and storage room. On the outside there is a magnificent closed stand designed with the same style of
the property. In this area you can find a large pool, barbecue or paellero fully equipated taking care of all details.  The magnificent qualities and
finishes of the property, down to the last detail, such as the underfloor heating, stand out. All the finishes of the property are made of Steel. The
conditioner air cold and warm by ducts, at the same time you have an exterior carpentry with security system on automatic shutters and home
automation control for the whole house from the mobile pone by an application.  The parking is very spacious on a covered porch  The
urbanization has a social club with sport facilities with pool and restaurant, very close of a golf course only 2 km away.  Do not hesitate contacting
Found Valencia for more information.

Ref: FV2988

880,000 €
( Picassent )
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